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)is paper analyzes the time-varying impacts of Chinaʼs economic growth, energy efficiency, and industrial development on
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from 1970 to 2019. First, we examined and found that there are two significant structural changes
in the CO2 sequence over the years, and there was a significant nonlinear relationship among the four. )e first nonlinear
structural model constructed is the TVP regression model. According to the Bayesian model comparison criterion, TVP-SV-VAR
was selected as the second constructed model from four types of VAR models containing nonlinear structures. )e results show
that the conduction intensity value of energy use efficiency to CO2 emissions has increased year by year, from 0.45 in 1971 to 0.97
in 2019. )e short-term transmission mechanism of energy use efficiency to carbon emissions is the most significant. )e
conduction intensity of Chinaʼs economic growth on CO2 emissions increases year by year. Chinaʼs economic growth plays a
major role in long-term CO2 emission reduction. )e impact of industrial development on CO2 emissions reached a peak of 0.34
in 1977, and the intensity of the impact has basically stabilized at 0.26.

1. Introduction

Global warming caused by the growth of carbon emissions
has become a major challenge to human beings. At present,
the emission of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases is
in urgent need of control, which has been the consensus of
the international community. Since the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in
1992, the international community has started to cooperate
on carbon emission control ()e United Nations Frame-
work Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was
adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on May 9,
1992, and entered into force on March 21, 1994). )e legally
binding Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement entered
into force in 2005 and 2016, respectively (the Kyoto Protocol
was formulated by the United Nations Framework Con-
vention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) at the third meeting
in December 1997 and came into force on February 16, 2005;
the Paris Agreement was adopted at the Paris Climate
Change Conference on December 12, 2015). In the context
of international efforts to control carbon emissions, China

should also respond positively and assume important social
responsibilities. However, as China is still a developing
country, its economic development has a rigid demand for
energy consumption, which leads to high carbon emissions.

Figure 1 compares the CO2 emissions of several typical
countries, namely, China, the United States, India, Japan,
Germany, Brazil, and Canada. It can be seen from the figure
that in 1970 Chinaʼs CO2 emissions are roughly in line with
those of Japan and Germany, a fifth of those of the United
States, and after a period of sharp increases they average
10.35% between 2003 and 2011. Chinaʼs CO2 emissions
surpassed those of the United States in 2005 and by 2019
were 2.26 times those of the United States, 10 times those of
Japan, and 16 times those of Germany. In the past 50 years
from 1970 to 2019, the average growth rate of Chinaʼs CO2
emissions is 5.43%, higher than those of India and Brazil,
both being developing countries, which are 5.11% and 3.17%,
respectively. )is is far beyond the emission levels of de-
veloped countries like the United States, Japan, and Ger-
many, which are 0.22%, 0.67%, and −0.83%, respectively.
)e task of carbon emission reduction in the future is very
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difficult. As a result, China is committed to reducing CO2
emissions initiatives that have become the focus of global
attention. Researching the recent studies on CO2 emissions
by scholars around the world, it is found that the analysis of
CO2 emissions and related factors in China is always in a
high proportion. Besides, from the perspective of Chinaʼs
development situation, Chinaʼs current carbon emission
reduction is still in the deepening process, but its target
policy of carbon neutrality makes the path of emission re-
duction steeper and more difficult to achieve. Based on the
above analysis, it is of great practical significance to study the
influencing factors of Chinaʼs CO2 emission for controlling
global carbon emission.

On September 22, 2020, China stressed that it will en-
hance its national intended contribution and adopt more
effective policies and measures, aiming to peak its emissions
by 2030 and striving to become carbon-neutral by 2060
(China announced this goal at the general debate of the 75th
session of the UN General Assembly on September 22,
2020). )is is the first time China has specified a carbon
neutrality date for the world and is the largest climate
commitment yet made by any country to reduce global
warming expectations. In this context, we believe that it is
necessary to grasp the emission reduction potential of
various factors that affect carbon emissions, so as to focus on
promoting carbon dioxide emission reduction. )e rapid
economic growth is accompanied by serious energy de-
pletion and environmental pollution, among which the
greenhouse gas effect caused by CO2 emissions is particu-
larly prominent. Is there any dynamic change in the intensity
of CO2 emissions from economic growth over the years?
)is is the question we want to study. In recent years, China
has paid more and more attention to the improvement of
production efficiency, industrial development, and clean
energy utilization. Can the energy efficiency improved by

transforming the economic growth mode or improving the
technological level be able to significantly curb CO2 emis-
sions? How important is the improvement of energy effi-
ciency in affecting changes in carbon emissions? )is is a
question of great interest to us. In recent years, Chinaʼs
industrial sector has developed rapidly and, at the same time,
industrial development has a rigid demand for energy
consumption. Whether industrial development is the most
important factor that promotes changes in carbon emissions
is also a question of great interest to us. In the discussion of
these issues, this article believes that the core logic is to
straighten out the dynamic relationship and long-term and
short-term effects between Chinaʼs CO2 emissions and
various influencing factors. We will grasp the emission
reduction potential of each influencing factor and formulate
and adjust various policies according to the motivation.
Finally, we will implement precise policies to achieve the
goal of carbon reduction and, at the same time, provide a
more reasonable basis for a series of measures such as
promoting carbon neutrality.

)e research ideas of this article are as follows: (1) Since
the founding of the People’s Republic of China, Chinaʼs
economic growth, energy efficiency, and industrial devel-
opment have experienced several large increases and fluc-
tuations, CO2 emissions have also been greatly affected, and
structural changes may have occurred. )erefore, we used
the Bai–Perron breakpoint test method to test whether and
when there are structural changes in carbon emissions
during the sample period. (2) We performed BDS and
RESET nonlinear tests on the data structure and found that
there is a significant nonlinear relationship between Chinaʼs
carbon emissions and economic growth, energy efficiency,
and industrial development. )is means that the use of a
model with a nonlinear structure is basis for modeling
Chinaʼs carbon emissions and economic growth, energy
efficiency, and industrial development. (3) We constructed
the first nonlinear model. )e first nonlinear structural
model constructed was the time-varying parameter re-
gression (TVP-R) model. )e time-varying nature of vari-
able coefficients can more accurately capture the data
characteristics of time series. (4) We constructed the second
nonlinear model. According to the Bayesian model com-
parison criterion, we finally selected TVP-SV-VAR from the
four types of VARmodels containing nonlinear structures as
the second nonlinear structure model and then used the
three-dimensional time-varying parameter impulse re-
sponse function to analyze in detail the conduction process
of Chinaʼs economic growth, energy efficiency, and indus-
trial development on carbon emissions, including conduc-
tion direction, conduction intensity, etc. We conducted a
global measurement of the time-varying dynamic effects of
the three factors.

)e innovations of this article are as follows:

(1) At present, research on carbon emissions and its
main influencing factors methodologically agrees
that the quantitative relationship between carbon
emissions and various influencing factors is estab-
lished. Obviously, this setting has a great limitation:
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Figure 1: Comparison of annual CO2 emissions by country (the
CO2 emission data of 6 countries comes from the Emissions
Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR): https://
edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/).
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the lack of model structure comparison. )erefore,
in order to avoid the unfoundedness of the model
setting, this paper first conducts a nonlinear test
based on the BDS and RESET methods. From the
results, we know that there is a significant nonlinear
relationship between carbon emissions and Chinaʼs
economic growth, energy efficiency, and industrial
development. Furthermore, according to the
Bayesian model comparison criterion, four types of
vector autoregressive (VAR) models containing
linear and nonlinear structures are compared. )is
approach improves the lack of basis in the selection
of the measurement model in the relevant empirical
literature and, at the same time, verifies the results of
the nonlinear test. In addition, we construct a time-
varying parameter (TVP) regression model, and the
dynamic trend of time-varying coefficients shows
that Chinaʼs economic growth, energy efficiency, and
industrial development have obvious time-varying
characteristics. )is shows that the time-varying
parameter model is better than the traditional
constant coefficient model.

(2) In the model study, time-varying parameters (TVP)
and stochastic fluctuation (SV) factors are included
in the study of carbon emission factors. Since Black
[1] proposed SV, it has been widely used in the fi-
nancial field. In recent years, SV has been increas-
ingly included in the empirical analysis of
macroeconomics by scholars [2–4]. However, there
is no relevant carbon emission research to introduce
the TVP-SV model.

(3) In the calculation process of the logarithmic mar-
ginal likelihood, an additional importance sampling
step is required to integrate the parameters required
by the model. )is paper adopts an adaptive im-
portance sampling method to solve this problem.
When fitting the state space model and the random
walk process of time-varying parameters, the
Bayesian calculation can be performed more effi-
ciently based on the fast band sparse matrix algo-
rithm instead of the traditional Kalman filter.

)e remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 is the literature review. Section 3 describes the
methodology and data. Section 4 presents the empirical
results and analysis. Finally, Section 5 summarizes con-
clusions and policy recommendations.

2. Related Studies

In terms of the influencing factors of carbon emissions,
academia has not yet formed a unified and clear definition.
Generally speaking, the influencing factors of carbon
emission refer to the production activities and living be-
haviors that directly or indirectly cause carbon emission.
Since the 1970s, the research on the influencing factors of
carbon emission has been paid more and more attention. In
recent years, scholars from various countries have con-
ducted a large number of studies on the influencing factors

of carbon emissions from the aspects of industrial structure,
GDP, population size, opening to the outside world, fixed
asset investment, energy efficiency, and energy structure. In
terms of analysis methods, there are mainly factor decom-
position method, Granger causality test method, correlation
coefficient method, multiple regression model or VAR
model, etc. )is paper gives a brief review of the current
research status.

2.1. Impact of EconomicGrowth onCO2 Emissions. )e rapid
economic growth will lead to serious energy depletion and
environmental pollution problems, among which the
greenhouse gas effect caused by CO2 emission is particularly
prominent, and economic growth is the main factor in-
ducing carbon emissions. Domestic and foreign scholars
mainly focus on two aspects in their research on the rela-
tionship between economic development and carbon
emissions: first, whether there is an Environmental Kuznets
Curve (EKC) relationship between economic development
and carbon emissions; second, the impact of economic
development on total carbon emissions. )e research on
EKC first appeared in Grossman and Krueger [5] which took
the impact of the North American Free-Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) on the environment as the research object and
found the inverted U-shaped curve relationship between per
capita income and environmental pollution. After that,
Panayotou [6] proposed the concept of EKC. )ere is no
consistent conclusion on the existence of EKC. Holtz-Eakin
and Selden [7], Galeotti et al. [8], and Zheng et al. [9] believe
that there is an inverted U-shaped relationship between per
capita income and carbon emissions. Chinese scholars have
also conducted many studies on the EKC. Wang and Wang
[10] believed that there is a certain correlation between
Chinaʼs carbon emissions and economic development, but
there is still a long economic development process away
from the threshold point of the Kuznets Curve. Du et al. [11]
showed that there was an N-type relationship between
carbon emissions and Chinaʼs per capita GDP. When
studying the impact of economic development on carbon
emissions, economic development and other influencing
factors are generally analyzed within a framework. In the
research on the influencing factors of carbon emission, the
main mainstream is the regression analysis based on the
IPATmodel and the factor decomposition analysis based on
Kaya identity, both of which take economic development as
one of the influencing factors for analysis. Guan et al. [12]
combined input-output analysis with the IPAT model to
study the impact of five driving factors on Chinaʼs carbon
emissions from 1980 to 2002 and found that per capita GDP
had the most significant promoting effect. Feng and Zou [13]
analyzed CO2 emissions factors, based on the improved
Kaya identities, the data of 1971–2005 with no residual
decomposition. )e result shows that in the factor of pro-
moting the growth of carbon emissions, the rapid devel-
opment of the increase of population and economy occupied
the main position, and in curbing carbon emissions, energy
efficiency has played a larger role. Yang et al. [14] theo-
retically analyze the direct impact of environmental
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regulation on carbon emissions and its indirect effects on
carbon emissions through foreign direct investment (FDI),
energy consumption, industrial structure, and technological
innovation. Li et al. [15] focus on the relationships between
CO2 emissions for energy consumption and influential
factors: per capita GDP, urbanization level, energy intensity,
and total energy consumption. Guo [16] decomposed
Chinaʼs carbon emissions from 1995 to 2007 from the two
aspects of industry and region, and the research confirmed
that the most important factor leading to the increase of
carbon emissions was the expansion of economic aggregate.
Begum et al. [17] used the Dynamic Ordinary Least Squared
(DOLS) method to measure the relationship and dynamic
impact of economic growth and forest area on carbon di-
oxide emissions in Malaysia, and the research showed that
economic growth and deforestation had a negative impact
on carbon emissions. Other examples of the specific analysis
of economic activities include Xu et al. [18], Zou [19], and
Sheng et al. [20].

2.2. Impact of Energy Utilization onCO2 Emissions. In recent
years, as global energy consumption continues to increase,
CO2 emissions have risen sharply. It is of great practical
significance for energy conservation and emission reduction
to study the internal mechanism of carbon emission ex-
plosion from the perspective of energy utilization.)erefore,
energy intensity is widely used by many scholars to explore
CO2 factors influencing emissions changes. Dong et al. [21],
Krozer [22], Li [23], and other relevant documents agree that
the decline of energy intensity has a good restraining effect
on carbon emissions, and the decline of energy intensity is
usually accompanied by the change of economic growth
mode or the improvement of technological level. Yabe [24]
studied the change of Japan’s carbon emissions from 1985 to
1995 and analyzed its influencing factors by using the input-
output method. )e results showed that the development of
production technology and environmental protection
technology during the bubble economy improved energy use
efficiency and thus reduced carbon emissions. Song and Lu
[25] demonstrated that the important reason for the fluc-
tuation of carbon emissions from 1990 to 2005 was the
difference in economic growth mode by factor decompo-
sition of CO2 emissions generated by energy consumption,
and the economic growth mode of “high investment, low
efficiency, and large emissions” was the direct cause of the
dramatic increase of carbon emissions from 2000 to 2004.
Zhang et al. [26] extended the research time to 2006 and
concluded that the decline in energy intensity since 1991 was
the most important factor restraining the increase of carbon
emissions, and the popularization of fuel conversion and
renewable energy also played a positive role in carbon
emission reduction. Zhang [27] used the input-output
method to measure the change of the mode of economic
development and determine whether it can affect the carbon
intensity; the result shows that, from 1987 to 2007 due to
change in the way of economic development, Chinaʼs carbon
intensity declined up to 66.02% of GDP, and the key factor
which affected the carbon intensity was a drop in the change
of energy intensity.

2.3. Impact of Industrial Development on CO2 Emissions.
)e industrial sector has an important impact on carbon
emissions due to its high energy consumption, so the re-
search on the energy intensity of the industrial sector has
attracted the attention of academic circles. However,
according to Jiang and Lin [28], Zheng et al. [29], and others’
research, simple to light industry and service industry
transformation of the industrial structure adjustment cannot
achieve the goal of carbon emissions reduction, so analysis of
the industrial sector and its deep relationship with carbon
emissions becomes particularly important. Greening et al.
[30] study the industry sectors in Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries, and the
results show that the change in the energy intensity of the
production sector is the most important reason for the
decline in carbon emissions in the sector. Ang et al. [31]
conducted a decomposition study on eight industries in-
volved in the industrial sector in China from 1985 to 1990
and concluded that the change in industrial output had a
positive effect on carbon emissions, while the decline in
energy intensity effectively inhibited the increase of carbon
emissions. Liu et al. [32] expanded the research object to the
Chinese industrial sector of 36 industries, analyzed the in-
dustrial sector’s carbon emissions between 1998 and 2005,
and thought that the overwhelming contributors to the
change of China’s industrial sectors’ carbon emissions were
the industrial activity and energy intensity; if the industry
internal structure changes, this can reduce carbon emissions
by 35.14%.

)e abovementioned scholars have studied carbon
emissions and their main influencing factors. However,
the current research mainly focuses on the study of its
long-term influencing factors or assumes that its influ-
encing coefficient is constant. Obviously, this setting has
many limitations. Since the founding of the People’s
Republic of China in 1949, Chinaʼs economic growth,
energy efficiency, and industrial development have ex-
perienced several major growth rates and fluctuations,
and its carbon emissions have also been greatly affected,
possibly resulting in structural changes. )erefore, the
dynamic evolutionary history between carbon emission
and various influencing factors cannot be fully described
under the framework of constant coefficient or constant
quantity relationship. Based on this, we performed tests
and found that there were two significant structural
changes in CO2 sequences over the years, and there was a
significant nonlinear relationship between them and
economic growth, energy efficiency, and industrial de-
velopment. )erefore, a dynamic model with a nonlinear
structure is used to study the emission reduction potential
of the three factors, and the Bayesian MCMC method is
used to estimate the model parameters.

3. Description of Methods and Data

3.1. TVP Regression Model. )e TVP regression model can
be evolved through the multiple linear regressionmodel.)e
traditional multiple linear regression model has the fol-
lowing form:
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yt � β1 + x2,tβ2 + x3,tβ3 + · · · + xk,tβk + εt, t � 1, . . . , T,

(1)

where y is the dependent variable, 1, x2,t, . . . , xk,t is k re-
gression variables, ε1, . . . , εT ∼ i.i.d. N(0, σ2), and β1, . . . , βk

is the correlation regression coefficient. Let
y � (y1, . . . , yT)′, β � (β1, . . . , βk)′, and (1) be rewritten as

y � Xβ + ε, ε ∼ N 0, σ2IT . (2)

If the coefficient β in the multiple linear regression model is
assumed to be changing with time, the TVP regression
model in the following form can be obtained:

yt � xt
′βt + εt, εt ∼ N 0, σ2t , t � 1, 2, . . . , T,

βt+1 � βt + μt, μt ∼ N(0,Σ), t � 0, 1, . . . , T − 1,
(3)

where xt is a vector of k × 1, and βt is a vector of time-
varying coefficients, assuming that β0 � 0, μ0 ∼ N(0,Σ0), c

> 0, h0 � 0.

3.2.VARandItsExtendedModels. )eVARmodel proposed
by Sims [33] can analyze the comprehensive and complex
dynamic structural relationship between endogenous vari-
ables and promote the wide application of dynamic analysis
of economic systems. It is one of the mainstream models in
the world today. On the basis of Sims [33], Primiceri [2]
constructed the TVP-SV-VAR model. )is model can not
only obtain the difference of variable relationship with time,
but also describe the heteroscedasticity between data. )e
introduction of SV greatly improves the accuracy of model
estimation and promotes the wide application of dynamic
analysis of economic system.

Firstly, the traditional VAR model is defined as follows:

B0yt � B1yt−1 + · · · + Bsyt−s + εt, εt ∼ N(0,Σ). (4)

t � s + 1, . . . , n, yt � (CO2,t,PCGt,EIt, IAVt)′, B0 is the
coefficient matrix of the contemporaneous relationship
between variables, B1, . . . , Bs are the coefficient matrices of
lagged variables, and εt is the structural impact of the k × 1
dimension. Referring to the form of Chan and Eisenstat [4],
assuming that the equation coefficients are time-varying and
the standard deviation of the random error term is SV, the
TVP-SV-VAR model is obtained:

B0tyt � μt + B1tyt−1 + · · · + Bptyt−p + εt, εt ∼ N 0,Σt( ,

(5)

where μt is the n × 1 vector of the time-varying intercept, n is
the number of variables, B1t, . . . , Bpt are the VAR coefficient
matrices of n × n,B0t is a lower triangular matrix of n × n,
Σt � diag(exp(h1t), . . . , exp(hnt)), and the logarithmic
volatility ht � (h1t, . . . , hnt)′ obeys the following random
walk:

ht � ht−1 + ςt, ςt ∼ N 0,Σh( . (6)

For the purpose of model comparison, we separate the
TVP into two groups. )e first group consists of the kβ × 1

vector of time-varying intercepts and coefficients associated
with the lagged observations: βt � vec((μt, B1t, . . . , Bpt)′).
)e second group is the kc × 1 vector of time-varying co-
efficients that characterize the contemporaneous relation-
ships between the variables, which we denote as ct; it consists
of the free elements of B0t stacked by rows. Note that kβ �

n(np + 1) and kc � n(n − 1)/2. With these two groups of
parameters defined, we can rewrite (5) as

yt � Xtβt + Wtct + εt, εt ∼ N 0,Σt( , (7)

where Xt � In ⊗ (1, yt−1′ , . . . , yt−p
′ ) and Wt is an n × kc

matrix that contains appropriate elements of −yt. Finally,
the above model can be further written as a generic state
space model:

yt � Xtθt + εt, εt ∼ N 0,Σt( , (8)

where Xt � ( Xt, Wt) and θt � (βt
′, ct
′)′ is of dimension

kθ � kβ + kc. )e vector of TVP θt in turn follows the fol-
lowing random walk process:

θt � θt−1 + ηt, ηt ∼ N 0,Σθ( . (9)

We treat the initial conditions θ0 as parameters to be
estimated. )e priors of the initial conditions θ0 and h0 are
both Gaussian: θ0 ∼ N(aθ, Vθ) and h0 ∼ N(ah, Vh). More-
over, we assume that the error covariance matrices for the
state equations are diagonal; i.e.,Σθ � diag(σ2θ1, . . . , σ2θkθ

),
Σh � diag(σ2h1, . . . , σ2hn). )e diagonal elements of Σθ and Σh
are independently distributed as

σ2θi ∼ IG ]θi, Sθi( ,

σ2hi ∼ IG ]hj, Shj , i � 1, . . . , kθ, j � 1, . . . , kh,
(10)

where aθ � 0, Vθ � 10 × Ikθ
, ah � 0, Vh � 10 × In,

]θi � ]hj � 5, and σ2hj � 0.12. Equations (6), (8), and (9)
adopt the algorithm of Chan and Jeliazkov [34] based on a
fast banded sparse matrix, instead of the traditional Kalman
filter, and make calculation according to the process of Del
and Primiceri [35] to ensure a more efficient simulation
process.

Hamilton [36] believes that economic variables show
different characteristics and laws in different states. For
comparison, we also consider the RS-VAR model similar to
Sims and Zha [37]. When the system is affected by mech-
anism changes, the parameter θ of the VAR process will
change over time. More specifically, let St ∈ 1, . . . , r{ } denote
the regime indicator at time t, where r is the number of
regimes. )en, regime-switching VAR is given by

B0St
yt � μSt

+ B1St
yt−1 + · · · + BpSt

yt−p + εt, εt ∼ N 0,ΣSt
 ,

(11)

where (B0j, B1j, . . . , Bpj) and Σj for j � 1, . . . , r are regime-
specific parameters. )e regime indicator St is assumed to
follow a Markov process with transition probability
P(St � j | St−1 � i) � pij. )is regime-switching VAR is
denoted as RS-VAR.

Table 1 shows the notation of all the above VAR models
and their extended forms.
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3.3. Data. )is article analyzes the driving force and
emission reduction potential of Chinaʼs economic growth
(PCG), energy efficiency (EI) and industrial development
(IAV) on carbon emissions (CO2), and the data range is
selected from 1970 to 2019. CO2 aggregate data are derived
from the EDGAR; compared to other institutions that
calculate CO2, EDGAR covers a wide range of areas. We
used GDP per capita as the substitution variables of Chinaʼs
economic growth, and the data are obtained from the Na-
tional Bureau of Statistics. Energy intensity is one of the
important indicators to measure energy efficiency, reflecting
the degree of economic dependence on energy; the lower the
strength, the higher the energy efficiency. Energy intensity
calculation formula is total energy consumption/GDP, en-
ergy consumption per unit of GDP. China is now in the
process of industrialization, tending to need more energy
consumption per unit GDP production and, therefore, to
improve energy efficiency to achieve the goal of sustainable
development, energy consumption, and GDP data from the
National Bureau of Statistics. Referring to Ni et al.’s [38]
method of industrial development, the proportion of non-
agricultural employment to total employment (referred to as
nonagricultural employment ratio) reflects the level of in-
dustrial development. Employed population data come from
the National Bureau of Statistics (https://data.stats.gov.cn/).

Table 2 is a descriptive statistical analysis table for carbon
emissions (CO2), Chinaʼs economic growth (PCG), energy
efficiency (EI), and industrial development (IAV).

Figure 2 shows CO2, PCG, EI, and IAV in the sample
period of 1970 to 2019 time-series trend chart; CO2, PCG,
and IAV showed significant upward trends, which were in
line with the expectation of the economic situation. Since
1978, the energy intensity has shown a significant downward
trend, but the decline has been relatively slow in the past two
decades. )e reason is that China still uses industry and
heavy industry as the main economic structure, which re-
quires a large amount of energy to produce. When the
economic structure is gradually transformed to be domi-
nated by the service industry, the problem of high energy
consumption can be improved, and the energy intensity will
be greatly reduced.

3.4. Structural Change Test of Data. Since the founding of
the People’s Republic of China in 1949, Chinaʼs economic
growth, energy efficiency, and industrial development
have experienced several major growth rates and fluctu-
ations, and its carbon emissions have also been greatly
affected, possibly resulting in structural changes.

)erefore, we used the Bai–Perron break test to answer
two questions: Question 1: Does carbon emission show
structural changes in the sample period? Question 2: if
there is a structural change, at what point in time will it
appear? It can be seen from the test results of the
Bai–Perron breakpoint in Table 3 that there are two
structural changes in the carbon emission sequence in the
sample period, the first one in 2002 and the second one in
2012. )erefore, Chinaʼs carbon emissions over the years
can be divided into three periods, namely, 1970 to 2001
(phase I), 2002 to 2011 (phase II), and 2012 to 2019 (phase
III). Figure 3 shows the trend of Chinaʼs carbon emissions
over three periods. In the first stage (1970–2001), Chinaʼs
carbon emissions were in a period of slow growth; es-
pecially during the period from 1995 to 1999, the carbon
emissions basically did not increase or even show negative
growth phenomenon. In the second stage (from 2002 to
2011), Chinaʼs carbon emissions grew rapidly, mainly
because after China joined the World Trade Organization
at the end of 2001, the rapid growth of Chinaʼs export led
to the rapid development of Chinaʼs economy and, at the
same time, the export of resource-based products in-
creased greatly, leading to the leap-forward growth of
energy consumption. In the third phase (2012–2019),
Chinaʼs carbon emissions once again entered a period of
slow growth. As Chinaʼs economic development has en-
tered the new normal phase, from high-speed growth to
more intensive and sustainable high-quality development,
its carbon emission pattern has also changed. Since the
economy entered the new normal phase, carbon emission
has gradually stabilized. )e main reasons are as follows:
First, China has been increasing energy efficiency and
reducing energy intensity in major sectors of its economy.
Second, the government has made great efforts to develop
renewable energy and encouraged all provinces and cities
to participate in national low-carbon development proj-
ects, which has achieved remarkable results in emission
reduction. )ird, the Chinese government has actively
promoted the establishment of a nationwide carbon
trading market and further utilized market forces to
control carbon emissions.

Table 1: Model notation and feature description.

TVP-SV )e time-varying parameter VAR with SV in
(6), (8), and (9)

TVP )e same as TVP-SV but ht � h0 and ct � c0
CVAR )e constant coefficients VAR with θt � θ0, ht � h0
RS-VAR )e regime-switching VAR in (11)

Table 2: Description of the statistical analysis.

Variables CO2 PCG EI IAV
Mean 4525.492 14137.32 5.747626 0.460686
Median 3227.400 4586.000 2.331008 0.467500
Maximum 11535.20 70892.00 16.10892 0.749003
Minimum 906.5620 279.0000 0.490480 0.192292
Std. dev. 3558.701 19876.03 5.622804 0.164636
Skewness 0.824740 1.488197 0.679336 0.104157
Kurtosis 2.132642 3.980820 1.807427 1.981306
Jarque–Bera 7.235618∗∗ 20.46028∗∗∗ 6.808789∗∗ 2.252357
(Probability) (0.026841) (0.000036) (0.033227) (0.324270)
Note. )e unit of CO2 is MT, the unit of PCG is Yuan, the unit of EI is Ten
)ousand Tons of Standard Coal/RMB 100 Million Yuan, and the unit of
IAV is the ratio. )e symbols ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗mean significant at the level of
10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
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4. Empirical Results and Analysis

4.1. Unit Root Test. In order to reduce the influence of data
dimension and heteroscedasticity, the four data series of CO2,
PCG, EI, and IAVwere taken logarithm, respectively, to obtain
the lnCO2, lnPCG, lnEI, and lnIAV series. )e lnCO2, lnPCG,
lnEI, and lnIAV series were tested with the unit root test using
the ADF test and PP test. )e types of ADF test and PP test
were determined according to lnCO2, lnPCG, lnEI, and lnIAV
sequence, difference sequence, and AIC criterion. )e hys-
teresis order selection criterion for the ADF test was SIC, and
Bartlett Kernel was the hysteresis order selection criterion for
the PP test. It can be seen fromTable 4 that thep values of ADF
and PP tests of the four variables are all greater than the
significance level of 5%, so the null hypothesis of the existence

of unit root cannot be rejected for the four variables. After
differential treatment of lnCO2, lnPCG, lnEI, and lnIAV, the
unit root test was performed again, and the results showed that
the p values of the ADF test and PP test were all less than the
significance level of 5%.)enull hypothesis of the unit root was
rejected, and the stability condition was considered to be
satisfied. Table 5 is the descriptive statistical analysis table of the
stationary series.

4.2. Nonlinear Characteristic Test of Carbon Emission
Sequence. Taking ΔCO2 as the dependent variable and
ΔPCG, ΔEI, and ΔIAV as independent variables, the re-
gression model was constructed, and the model residual was
used to conduct nonlinear test based on BDS and RESET
methods. )e regression model results are shown as follows
(the VIF values of multicollinearity tests are all below 10),
and the nonlinear test results based on BDS and RESET
methods are shown in Table 6. As can be clearly seen from
Table 6, the conclusions of the BDS test and RESET are very
robust, and all the statistics reject the null hypothesis that
there is only a linear trend in the carbon emission sequence
at the significance level of 10%. )is means that there is a
significant nonlinear relationship between carbon emissions
and economic growth, energy efficiency, and industrial
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Figure 2: Chart of time series of original variables: (a) CO2; (b) PCG; (c) EI; (d) IAV.

Table 3: Bai–Perron break test.

Break test F-statistic Scaled F-statistic Critical value
0 vs. 1 36.86146∗∗∗ 36.86146 8.02
1 vs. 2 49.28111∗∗∗ 49.28111 9.56
2 vs. 3 7.641745 7.641745 10.45
Note. )e first breakpoint: 2002; the second breakpoint: 2012.
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development. )erefore, if the traditional linear framework
is used for analysis, significant deviations may occur in the

test results, thus drawing biased conclusions on the factors
affecting carbon emission.

ΔCO2 � 5.80 × 10− 5
+ 0.872593ΔPCG + 0.782531ΔEI + 0.194109ΔIAV

(0.008921) 0.122240∗∗∗(  0.116364∗∗∗(  (0.168071)

adjustedR − squared � 0.613967

F − statistic � 23.85676∗∗∗.

(12)

The first
stage

The second
stage

The third
stage

20021978 19981994 20061970 198619821974 2010 2014 20181990
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Figure 3: )ree periods of Chinaʼs carbon emissions over the years.

Table 4: ADF unit root test.

Variables
ADF test PP test

Test result
ADF statistics p value PP statistics p value

lnCO2 −2.17972 0.4896 −2.028535 0.5715 Not smooth
ΔCO2 −4.45923∗∗∗ 0.0008 −4.49406∗∗∗ 0.0007 Smooth
lnPCG −3.00289 0.1421 −2.73828 0.2266 Not smooth
ΔPCG −3.03398∗∗ 0.0393 −2.98796∗∗ 0.0432 Smooth
lnEI −2.2858 0.4332 −2.68155 0.2485 Not smooth
ΔEI −3.00955∗∗ 0.0411 −3.04345∗∗ 0.0380 Smooth
lnIAV −2.025325 0.2753 −2.882964 0.0546 Not smooth
ΔIAV −4.672079∗∗∗ 0.0024 −4.432691∗∗∗ 0.0009 Smooth
Note. )e symbols ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ mean significant at the level of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

Table 5: Description and statistical analysis of stationary series.

Variables ΔCO2 ΔPCG ΔEI ΔIAV
Mean 0.051908 0.113014 −0.066645 0.027750
Median 0.046187 0.095168 −0.065805 0.024534
Maximum 0.148364 0.298770 0.088707 0.145293
Minimum −0.021156 −0.033694 −0.253481 −0.017242
Std. dev. 0.043457 0.064647 0.066469 0.026106
Skewness 0.444799 0.583209 −0.151120 1.950398
Kurtosis 2.404997 3.557437 3.682588 9.901891
Jarque–Bera 2.338549 3.412175 1.137769 128.3234
(Probability) (0.310592) (0.181575) (0.566157) (0.00000)
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4.3. TVP Model Construction and Parameter Estimation.
According to the nonlinear test results of BDS and RESET
methods, there is a significant nonlinear relationship be-
tween Chinaʼs carbon emissions and economic growth,
energy efficiency, and industrial development. )erefore, in
order to examine the potential of economic growth, energy
efficiency, and industrial development on carbon emission
reduction in China, this paper constructs a TVP regression
model with nonlinear structure using ΔCO2, ΔPCG, ΔEI,
and ΔIAV data series and obtains the parameter estimation
results as shown in Table 7. According to the estimation
results of Geweke convergence diagnosis, the original hy-
pothesis that the estimated parameters have converged to the
posterior distribution cannot be rejected. )e noneffective
impact factors are low for all parameters; even for 33, the
noneffective impact factor is about 30, and MCMC samples
10 000 times, from which at least 100 00/30� 333 effective
sample numbers (uncorrelated sample observations) can be
obtained, which is sufficient to satisfy the posterior statistical
inference. Next, the validity of the model parameter sam-
pling estimates is further confirmed based on the sample
autocorrelation functions, sample paths, and posterior
densities of the parameters.. )us, at least we get 10,000/
45≈ 222 valid samples (not related to the sample observa-
tions), enough to meet the needs of the posterior statistical
inference, posterior mean values are close to the real pa-
rameters, the model parameters of the simulation results are
very effective, according to the parameters of the next sample
autocorrelation function, and the density of sample path and
posterior density further verify the effectiveness of the model
parameter sampling estimation.

Figure 4 shows the sample autocorrelation function,
MCMC simulation path, and posterior density of the se-
lected parameters of the TVP regressionmodel. If the sample
autocorrelation coefficient rapidly deviates to zero as the
number of sampling intervals increases, it indicates that the
simulation path is stable. According to the first line of
sample autocorrelation graph, after discarding the first 1000
“burn-in” periods, using the 10,000 samples, sample auto-
correlation coefficient rapidly deviates towards zero,
showing that the sampling method is very effective in
producing low autocorrelation coefficient of the samples.
According to the sample simulation path diagram, the
sample simulation path of the selected parameter is judged
to be relatively stable. Besides, it can be seen from the pa-
rameter posterior density diagram that the posterior density

function is in agreement with the posterior mean value of the
parameters listed in Table 7. )e above results show that the
sampling and estimation of the model are stable and ef-
fective, which can be analyzed in the next step.

From Figure 5, TVP coefficient of the regression model
of the time-varying dynamic graph, we can see that the
impact of Chinaʼs economic growth, energy efficiency, and
industrial development on carbon emissions has obvious
time-varying characteristics, building the time-varying pa-
rameter model is more competitive than the traditional
constant coefficient model, and at the same time the change
of the economy, energy, and environment policy and reg-
ulation and advances in technology cause the impact of
various variables on carbon emissions to change. )e fol-
lowing three factors are combined to analyze the conduction
process of carbon emissions one by one:

(1) )e fluctuating impact of Chinaʼs economic growth
on carbon emissions. From 1971 to 2019, the impact
coefficient of Chinaʼs economic growth on carbon
emissions ranged from 0.65 to 0.96, indicating that
Chinaʼs economic growth had a greater positive
conduction intensity to carbon emissions and was an
important driver of carbon emissions. At the same
time, this result also shows that Chinaʼs economic
development has made great progress, but the eco-
nomic growth mode with high energy consumption
also brings a heavy burden to the air environment.
Before 2010, the conduction intensity of Chinaʼs
economic growth to carbon emissions increased year
by year. After that, though the conduction intensity
showed a trend of weakening, it did not weaken
greatly. Since 2011, the Chinese government has
advocated the development concept of “green GDP”
and committed per unit of GDP CO2 emissions
should be 60–65% lower than 2005 in 2030. To achieve
this goal, we must accelerate the pace of transforming
economic growth pattern and adjusting economic
structure. Otherwise, the pattern of economic de-
velopment with a high consumption of resources and
high emission of pollution will lead to more serious
carbon emission, which is not conducive to the re-
alization of social sustainable development.

(2) )e fluctuating influence of energy efficiency on
carbon emission by coal. )e influence coefficient of
energy intensity on carbon emission is concentrated

Table 7: Parameter estimation and test of the TVP regression
model.

Parameter Mean Std.
dev.

[95% U,
95% L] Geweke Inefficiency

11 0.0094 0.0076 [0.0024,
0.0303] 0.917 16.76

22 0.0146 0.0144 [0.0027,
0.0557] 0.995 19.60

33 0.0141 0.0150 [0.0027,
0.0554] 0.217 44.93

σ 0.0391 0.0043 [0.0316,
0.0485] 0.136 1.63

Table 6: Nonlinearity check based on BDS and RESET methods.

Test
methods df Embedding

dimension Test statistics p values

RESET 4 — 2.211389∗ 0.0845

BDS
— 2 10.87009∗∗∗ 0.0000
— 3 10.14338∗∗∗ 0.0000
— 4 9.477264∗∗∗ 0.0000

Note. Embedding dimension was selected as 2, 3, and 4, and ε as a fraction of
range in BDS test. BDS test statistics are asymptotically normal distribution,
and RESETstatistics are F distribution. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ mean significant at the
level of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
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Figure 5: Time-varying coefficient trend diagram of TVP regression model.
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Figure 4: Sample autocorrelation function, sample path, and posterior density of TVP model parameters.
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between 0.45 and 0.97. Since 1971, the conduction
intensity of energy intensity to CO2 has gradually
increased and reached a peak of about 0.97 in 2019.
Obviously, the elasticity of carbon emission to en-
ergy intensity is the largest, indicating that the
transmission mechanism of energy intensity to
carbon emission is the most significant and that the
change of energy intensity plays a leading role in
carbon emission reduction. Energy intensity reflects
the degree of economic dependence on energy; the
higher the intensity is, the greater the energy use per
unit of GDP directly affects the increase of the
carbon emissions in the atmosphere; therefore, to
reduce energy intensity is the main way of reducing
carbon emissions. )is also confirms the IEA fore-
casts to 2050; reducing energy intensity can ac-
complish as much as 31% of emissions reduction
targets.

(3) )e fluctuating impact of industrial development on
carbon emissions by coal.)e influence coefficient of
industrial development on carbon emissions was
relatively weak. Before the reform and opening up in
1978, the influence of industrial development on
carbon emissions showed a trend of increasing year
by year and reached a peak of 0.34 in 1977. After that,
the influence intensity gradually weakened slightly
and was stable at around 0.26. Although the short-
term impact of industrial development on carbon
emissions is weaker than that of economic growth
and energy efficiency. In the long term, carbon
emissions from industrial development have a sig-
nificant environmental impact. As a result, Chinaʼs
industry needs to promote green transformation
mode, reduce energy consumption and industrial
coal consumption, and further reduce carbon
emissions in the field of industry, to push Chinaʼs
implementation of the sustainable development in
the future.

4.4. Construction of TVP-SV-VAR Model

4.4.1. Granger Causality Test. Table 8 shows the Granger
causality test between Chinaʼs economic growth, energy
efficiency, industrial development, and carbon emissions. It
is clear from the test results that Chinaʼs economic growth,
industrial development, and energy efficiency are all
Granger causes of carbon emissions.

4.4.2. Model Comparison. In order to further explore the
driving force and emission reduction potential of Chinaʼs
economic growth, energy efficiency, and industrial devel-
opment for carbon emission, we established TVP-SV-VAR
model. According to FPE, AIC, SC, and HQ information
criteria, the optimal lag of TVP-SV-VARmodel was selected
as order 1. Next, the Bayesian model comparison method is
adopted to compare the four types of vector autoregressive
models with nonlinear structures. According to the struc-
tural change test results of the data, we add the RS-VAR

model with the number of zone states of 3. Each logarithmic
marginal likelihood is based on 10,000 synthetic likelihood
estimates, of which the importance sampling density is
constructed using 10,000 samples after the first 1000 “burn-
in” periods are discarded. According to the output results in
Table 9, the logarithmic marginal likelihood value of TVP-
SV-VAR is −505.3, and the logarithmic marginal likelihood
values of TVP-VAR and CVAR are −531.7 and −532.7,
respectively. )e logarithmic marginal likelihood of TVP-
SV-VAR model is significantly higher than that of TVP-
VAR model, indicating that TVP-SV-VAR model fully
describes the degree of SV of data, and the model fitting
effect is better. In addition, compared with TVP-SV-VAR,
the log-marginal likelihood of the RS-VAR model with the

Table 8: Granger causality test.

Null hypothesis: F-statistic Prob.
ΔPCG does not Granger-cause ΔCO2 15.0860 0.0003
ΔCO2 does not Granger-cause ΔPCG 25.7510 0.0000
ΔEI does not Granger-cause ΔCO2 4.07190 0.0495
ΔCO2 does not Granger-cause ΔEI 1.84189 0.1814
ΔIAV does not Granger-cause ΔCO2 15.5192 0.0003
ΔCO2 does not Granger-cause ΔIAV 17.0632 0.0002

Table 9: Logarithmic marginal likelihood results of four types of
VAR models.

TVP-SV-VAR TVP-VAR CVAR RS-VAR (r� 3)
Log-ML −505.3 −531.7 −532.7 −550.3
Std. dev. (0.27) (0.14) (0.03) (0.72)

Table 10: Parameter estimation and test of TVP-SV-VAR model.

Parameter Mean Std.
dev.

[95% U,
95% L] Geweke Inefficiency

(Σβ)1 0.0963 0.0229 [0.0620,
0.1511] 0.675 10.92

(Σβ)2 0.0097 0.0024 [0.0063,
0.0156] 0.484 11.03

(Σβ)3 0.0097 0.0025 [0.0063,
0.0160] 0.766 19.02

(Σβ)4 0.0098 0.0025 [0.0063,
0.0159] 0.327 8.79

(Σβ)5 0.0097 0.0026 [0.0062,
0.0161] 0.289 13.82

(Σβ)6 0.0947 0.0216 [0.0627,
0.1463] 0.755 7.22

(Σa)1 0.0096 0.0024 [0.0062,
0.0151] 0.527 13.02

(Σa)2 0.0097 0.0025 [0.0063,
0.0159] 0.430 10.27

(Σa)3 0.0095 0.0023 [0.0062,
0.0153] 0.833 7.81

(Σh)1 0.0978 0.0256 [0.0623,
0.1633] 0.170 10.82

(Σh)2 0.0098 0.0025 [0.0064,
0.0159] 0.931 15.80

(Σh)3 0.0096 0.0023 [0.0063,
0.0153] 0.881 14.82
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number of zone states of 3 still has a large gap, which in-
dicates that the time-varying advantage of parameters is
more prominent. Based on the above analysis, the TVP-SV-
VAR model with the largest logarithmic marginal likelihood
is selected for empirical analysis below. It is obvious from the
above comparative analysis that the model comparison
avoids the baseless model setting to some extent.

4.4.3. Parameter Estimation of the TVP-SV-VAR Model.
TVP-SV-VAR model parameter estimation and test results
are shown in Table 10. According to the estimation results of
Geweke's convergence diagnosis, the null hypothesis that the
estimated parameters have converged to the posterior dis-
tribution cannot be rejected. Parameters of effective impact
factor are generally low, enough to meet the needs of a
posteriori statistical inference, posterior mean values are
close to the real parameters, the model parameters of the
simulation results are very effective, according to the pa-
rameters of the next sample autocorrelation function, and
the density of sample path and posterior density further
verify the effectiveness of the model parameter sampling
estimation.

Figure 6 shows the sample autocorrelation function,
MCMC simulation path, and posterior density of the se-
lected parameters of the TVP-SV-VAR model. If the sample
autocorrelation coefficient rapidly deviates to zero as the

number of sampling intervals increases, it indicates that the
simulation path has reached a plateau. According to the first
line of sample autocorrelation graph, after discarding the
first 1000 “burn-in” periods, using the 10,000 samples,
sample autocorrelation coefficient rapidly deviates towards
zero, showing that the sampling method is very effective in
producing low autocorrelation coefficient of the samples.
According to the sample simulation path diagram, the
sample simulation path of the selected parameters is judged
to be relatively stable. Furthermore, it can be seen from the
parameter posterior density diagram that the posterior
density function agrees with the posterior mean value of the
parameters listed in Table 10.)e above results show that the
sampling and estimation of the model are stable and ef-
fective, which can be analyzed in the next step.

4.4.4. Stereo Time-Varying Impulse Response Function.
To comprehensively measure the time-varying dynamic
effects of Chinaʼs economic growth, energy efficiency, and
industrial development on carbon emissions, Figure 7 shows
that CO2 emissions, Chinaʼs economic growth, energy ef-
ficiency, and industrial development are affected by a single
unit of positive external impact on carbon emissions. )e
vertical axis is the response trend from 0 to 7 periods in
advance, and the horizontal axis is all time points in the
sample period. From the stereoscopic time-varying impulse
response trend of the three shocks, it is obvious that carbon
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Figure 6: Sample autocorrelation function, sample path, and posterior density of TVP-SV-VAR parameters.
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emission shows dynamic flexibility to Chinaʼs economic
growth, energy efficiency, and industrial development as a
whole.

When CO2 emission is positively impacted by an ex-
ternal unit, it has a significant positive impact on itself and
reaches the maximum impact intensity in the first phase,
with an intensity value of 0.6. With time, the positive impact
of carbon emission growth gradually weakened and finally
approached zero around the 6th phase. )is indicates that
the impact information on carbon emission growth will lead
to an increase in carbon emission in the future, with a
significant long-term impact effect. When a unit of positive
impact is given to Chinaʼs economic growth, both the
current and future response values of carbon emissions are
positive. After the maximum intensity value reaches 0.2 in
the first phase, the response value declines at a faster rate.
From the impact effect of all time points, the impact intensity
of Chinaʼs economic growth on carbon emissions has in-
creased significantly since 2000, which may be mainly due to
the rapid growth of Chinaʼs export after China joined the
World Trade Organization at the end of 2001, which led to
the rapid development of Chinaʼs economy and led to the
leap-forward growth of energy consumption. However, in
order to ensure sustainable economic and social develop-
ment, the government pays more and more attention to
environmental governance and implements corresponding
environmental protection policies to reduce carbon

emissions. )erefore, in the long run, the impact of Chinaʼs
current economic growth on future carbon emissions is
relatively weak. When a unit of positive impact is given to
energy intensity, the carbon emission response value in the
first phase is as high as 0.68, which means that energy in-
tensity has a stronger impact on carbon emission in the
initial stage than the carbon emission itself. However, the
impact of energy intensity shock on carbon emissions de-
creases rapidly after the second phase, which indicates that
the short-term transmission mechanism of energy intensity
on carbon emissions is the most significant and also that the
change of energy intensity plays a short-term leading role in
carbon emission reduction effect. High energy consumption
means high pollution, and reducing energy intensity is the
most important way to reduce carbon emissions. )is
conclusion is consistent with the TVP regression conclusion.
)erefore, on the premise of not destroying the ecological
environment, China should exploit and utilize more clean
energy to promote the green and coordinated development
of the economy. When a unit of positive impact is given to
Chinaʼs industrial development, the carbon emission re-
sponse value is positive in the whole response period, and
the maximum response value is 0.2, indicating that the
overall response intensity of industrial development and
economic growth to carbon emission is very similar, but the
impact of industrial development on carbon emission has a
relatively short duration.
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Figure 7: Analysis of stereo impulse response: (a) ΔCO2 ↑⟶CO2; (b) ΔPCG ↑⟶CO2; (c) ΔEI ↑⟶CO2; (d) ΔIAV ↑⟶CO2.
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4.4.5. Variance Decomposition. Variance decomposition
can analyze the contribution of structural shocks that affect
endogenous variables. )erefore, the variance decomposi-
tion results can reflect the contribution of Chinaʼs economic
growth, energy intensity, and industrial development to the
structural impact of carbon emissions. From the variance
decomposition results of carbon emissions (see Table 11), we
can see that carbon emissions of their variance contribution
rates remain at around 21.23% for a long time, and the
industrial development of long-term stability of variance
contribution ratio of the carbon emissions is 8.78%, which
shows that industrial development has less effect on carbon
emissions; that is, rapid industrial development does not
directly affect the growth of carbon emissions. On the other
hand, the contribution rate of Chinaʼs economic growth to
the variance of carbon emissions is relatively large, reaching
27.97% at the beginning and stabilizing at about 22.98%
thereafter.)is indicates that Chinaʼs economic growth has a
great impact on the change of carbon emissions, that is,
Chinaʼs economic growth is one of the main factors affecting
carbon emissions. It is important to note that the variance
contribution ratio of the energy intensity of carbon emis-
sions was as high as 41.12% in the beginning, then also
experienced a process of rising sharply, and basically
remained stable after the variance contribution rate at
47.01%, which means that the impact of energy intensity
change of carbon emissions is crucial; this also verifies that
the energy intensity in carbon plays a leading role in the
conclusion. )erefore, the government should invest more
labor or capital to strengthen technological innovation,
exploit and utilize clean energy, reduce the dependence of
the economy on energy, and enhance the competitiveness of
energy-dependent industries, to achieve the goal of reducing
carbon emissions more effectively and promote the green
and coordinated development of the economy and society.

5. Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

5.1.Conclusions. Since the founding of the People’s Republic
of China, Chinaʼs economic growth, energy efficiency, and
industrial development have experienced several major
growth rates and fluctuations, and CO2 emissions have also
been greatly affected, possibly resulting in structural
changes. )erefore, we used the Bai–Perron break test to
answer two questions: Question 1: Does carbon emission

show structural changes in the sample period? Question 2: If
there are structural changes, at which time points will they
appear? According to the test results, we found that there
were two structural changes in the carbon emission se-
quence, the first in 2002 and the second in 2012.)e changes
in carbon emissions over the years can be divided into three
periods: 1970–2001 (a period of slow growth), 2002–2011 (a
period of rapid growth), and 2012–2019 (another period of
slow growth). Furthermore, the BDS and RESET nonlinear
test results show that there is a significant nonlinear rela-
tionship between Chinaʼs carbon emissions and economic
growth, energy efficiency, and industrial development. If a
conventional linear framework is used for analysis, signif-
icant deviations may occur in the test results, leading to
biased conclusions about the factors affecting carbon
emission. )erefore, we use the model with nonlinear
structure to deeply explore the inducing effect of Chinaʼs
economic growth, energy efficiency, and industrial devel-
opment in carbon emission. )rough dynamic mechanism
analysis method, we discuss the emission reduction potential
of the three factors, respectively, so as to provide a more
reasonable basis for precise policies to achieve the carbon
reduction target.

First, we use the processed CO2 emissions, Chinaʼs eco-
nomic growth, energy efficiency, and industrial development
data series to construct a TVP regression model with a non-
linear structure. )e results show that the impact of Chinaʼs
economic growth, energy efficiency, and industrial develop-
ment on carbon emissions has obvious time-varying charac-
teristics, indicating that the construction of a time-varying
parameter model is more competitive than the traditional
constant coefficient model. Among them, the conduction in-
tensity value of energy use efficiency to CO2 emissions has
increased year by year, from 0.45 in 1971 to 0.97 in 2019. )e
transmission mechanism of energy use efficiency to carbon
emissions is themost significant, and it also shows that changes
in energy use efficiency play a leading role in carbon emission
reduction. )e effect of conduction intensity of Chinaʼs eco-
nomic growth onCO2 emissions increases year by year, and the
influence coefficient is between 0.65 and 0.96. Chinaʼs eco-
nomic growth has a large and stable impact on CO2 emissions,
indicating that it plays a major role in long-term CO2 emission
reduction. Chinaʼs economic development has made signifi-
cant progress, but the high energy consumption economic
growth model has also brought a heavy burden on the air
environment. )e impact of industrial development on CO2
emissions reached a peak of 0.34 in 1977, and the intensity of
the impact has basically stabilized at 0.26. Although the
impact of industrial development factors on CO2 emissions
is relatively weak, carbon emissions in the industrial sector
have long occupied the main part of national carbon
emissions. )erefore, Chinese industries need to accelerate
the promotion of new models of green transformation,
reduce energy consumption and industrial coal con-
sumption, further reduce carbon emissions in the indus-
trial sector, and further promote the sustainable
development of Chinaʼs industry in the future.

Furthermore, in order to measure the time-varying dy-
namic effects of China's economic growth, energy use

Table 11: Variance decomposition of ΔCO2.

Period SE ΔCO2 ΔPCG ΔEI ΔIAV
1 0.04 28.16 27.97 41.12 2.76
2 0.04 23.95 24.12 47.65 4.28
3 0.04 22.40 22.43 48.50 6.67
4 0.04 21.70 22.26 47.96 8.08
5 0.04 21.40 22.53 47.45 8.62
6 0.04 21.29 22.77 47.18 8.77
7 0.04 21.25 22.90 47.06 8.79
8 0.04 21.24 22.95 47.02 8.79
9 0.04 21.23 22.97 47.01 8.78
10 0.04 21.23 22.98 47.01 8.78
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efficiency, and industrial development on carbon emissions in a
global manner, we tried to use the three-dimensional impulse
response function to analyze the impact effects. We charac-
terize the short-term, mid-term, and long-term impacts on
carbon emissions when the three factors are individually im-
pacted. To find the best nonlinear structural VAR model, we
compared the four classes containing the structure of the
nonlinear logarithmic marginal likelihood of VAR model,
respectively, time-varying parameter vector autoregression
with stochastic volatility model (TVP-SV-VAR), time-varying
parameter VAR model (TVP-VAR), traditional constant co-
efficient VARmodel (VAR), and regime-switchingVARmodel
(RS-VAR, regime system state number= 3). According to the
Bayesian model comparison criteria, finally, we select loga-
rithmic marginal likelihood biggest TVP-SV-VAR model, at
the same time, using Bayes MCMC method to estimate the
model parameters. )e stereo impulse response results ob-
tained based on the TVP-SV-VAR model show that the short-
term transmission mechanism of energy efficiency on carbon
emissions is the most significant, which also indicates that the
change of energy efficiency plays a short-term leading role in
the carbon emission reduction effect. )e impact of Chinaʼs
economic growth has a strong short-term positive effect on
carbon emissions, but a weak long-term effect. )e overall
response intensity of industrial development and economic
growth on carbon emissions is similar, but the impact of in-
dustrial development on carbon emissions has a shorter
duration.

5.2. Recommendations. Comprehensively, the above re-
search conclusion puts forward the following suggestions:
First, government departments will accelerate the adjust-
ment and optimization of industrial structure; reduce the
economy dependence on energy; invest more labor or
capital to strengthen technological innovation; and vig-
orously develop strategic emerging industries such as en-
ergy conservation and environmental protection, new
energy, and new materials with exploitation and utilization
of clean energy. Second, construction of a resource-saving
and environment-friendly society should be considered as
an important focus of accelerating the transformation of
economic development mode, promoting environmental
remediation in depth, driving low-carbon development
with air pollution reduction, and promoting the green and
coordinated development of the economic and social
sectors.

5.3. Research Limitations. We have studied the time-varying
effects of Chinaʼs economic growth, energy efficiency, and
industrial development on carbon dioxide emissions and
have drawn some valuable conclusions, but there are still
some shortcomings, which are mainly reflected in the fol-
lowing aspects:

(1) )e factors affecting CO2 emissions are very com-
plex, so many internal details cannot be fully studied.
)is paper conducts comparative analysis with ref-
erence to related research and selects several key

indicators for emphatic analysis. Incomplete system
research may be different from the actual causes of
CO2 emissions. In future research, we will further
expand the index system and try to incorporate a
more complete index system into the model
research.

(2) In the main research methods, there are many
methods in this field. We mainly start from the
direction of econometrics and extend the general
small-scale econometric model to the time-varying
econometric model. In future research, we can ex-
tend the theoretical model to large and super large
models and, at the same time, combine the ideas of
other disciplines to explore a composite interdisci-
plinary method. In future research, we will work
harder to explore this field.
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